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Bee Savvy - advice & online training



Strategy
Helping you create a plan for successful, smooth growth. 


Branding
The VIP of marketing, we can take you from concept to launch.


Website
Your shop window - we make it irresistible from scratch.


Story
let us write your story in a way that holds attention and highlights your uniqueness.


Digital PR Social Media
Win friends and influence people with engaging content and clever ideas.
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Online training with the OnFarm Academy
Scene & Herd is delighted to launch a brand new initiative delivering short, online training sessions which can help to ensure you are fully versed in all the ways in which you can boost your audience and widen interest in your brand.

Born out of a recognition that not all in-person training is geographically accessible, that not all businesses and organisations can afford personalised bespoke training and that current online training is not tailored towards rural business, the OnFARM (which stands for Food, Agriculture and Rural Matters) Academy is designed by rural business, for rural business.

Alongside colleagues and other industry experts, founding Director Anna has created, and will continue to expand, a series of short training sessions for those needing a comprehensive and professional lesson on a range of topics from storytelling and press release writing to Instagram stories, creating audio content and more. Simply visit: training.onfarmacademy.com to learn more and take part
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Fill in the form below and receive your free download
Fields marked with an asterisk (*) are required.
First name *
Last name *
Email *
Phone number (optional)


By using this form you agree with the storage and handling of your data by this website.

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.






Learn Perform Grow

One certainty across all industries is the need to be cutting edge when it comes to all marketing practices particularly within the digital realm. The possibility of thousands of people engaging with your brand and products each day has been a real-time game changer for rural businesses – and it’s here to stay.

While a professionally choreographed output remains the strongest option for small businesses to grow their engagement, we can still help if outsourcing your marketing is not a current solution for your business.

The right advice

If you need advice on which social media platforms are most relevant to your business, how to develop a robust marketing strategy, how to get best value from print publications and more, we can arrange a bespoke training session for a long-term return and a significant contribution to company growth. In 2021 alone, we have delivered online training for SAYFC, Scottish Land and Estates, Opportunity North East and the Royal Highland Education Trust. 


Strategy
Helping you create a plan for successful, smooth growth. 

Branding
The VIP of marketing, we can take you from concept to launch.

Website 
Your shop window - we make it irresistible from scratch.

Story
let us write your story in a way that holds attention and highlights your uniqueness.

Digital PR Social Media
Win friends and influence people with engaging content and clever ideas.

Multi-Media
attract browsers, generate interest and increase outreach with video or podcast content.


Media Relations
press releases need to land in all the right inboxes, and media campaigns need to hit the right note with the right audience.

Traditional PR
Still delivering great value when combined with our network of contacts and audiences.

Win Awards
Boost your credibility when we help you enter relevant industry awards.

Blogs
Ideal for fresh content and SEO, we write these in the way they need to be written. 




Get in touch for an informal chat
Sign up to our weekly helpful advice emails
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